17thDecember, 2012
To,
The Vice-Chancellor, 
National Law School of India University

Dear Sir,
Subject: Response of the SBA to Notification No. NLSIU-44044/6/2010-PRMT dated 27.11.2012 and Letter to Parents dated 13.12.2012
We, the members of the Student Bar Association, write this letter to place on record our concerns and objections with respect to the documents described above;first, with respect to the decision to impose a curfew at 9 p.m., second, with respect to the manner of arriving at such a decision, and third, with the manner of notification of such moves to our parents.
With respect to the curfew of 9 p.m. being imposed on the students 
At the outset, we sincerely appreciate the concerns that you have raised with respect to our safety. We are deeply grateful for the security measures that have been introduced on campus, including the stationing of guards near Gate One, better fencing, checking of identity cards after 9 p.m. and steps taken towards introducing biometric scanners at entrances to the campus and hostels. We understand that your decision to impose a curfew of 9 p.m. is motivated by this end, especially with the recent hysteria surrounding the unfortunate incident of rape in October. However, we do not believe that the resolution of such concerns demands an imposition of a curfew, far from it solving the problem.
There are numerous legitimate occasions requiring students to remain outside campus beyond 9pm: Students at NLSIU routinely interact with people and institutions across Bangalore through various events that are either academic, such as public lectures, conferences, meetings, organization of college events such as the Symposium, moots, debates etc.; or simply social or personal, with occasions as simple as meeting their parents, local guardians, participating in social events and dinners with family or otherwise, meeting friends from outside college, plays, recitals, or simply coming back from a day’s visit to town. Both of these are highly central to the normal life of an adult and sincere student residing in a hostel in a University. There are innumerable other occasions wherein a student might legitimately just want to step out of campus due to an emergency, or get back from a flight at a late hour.

It cannot be said that such activities must be worked out before 9pm, since that is simply impossible when such events are scheduled for a later time in the day (since events outside college aren’t scheduled for our students’ convenience exclusively, but under the assumption that the general public use their evenings for such occasions). Additionally, there is no reason to impose any restriction on such involvement of students merely because there is no compelling justification that is within the student’s control. While we laud any initiative to ensure the safety of students, it would be extremely convenient to achieve that by curbing all freedoms, including stepping outside college at all times. But none of the mentioned dangers posed at night pose any lesser threat during the day time, or late evening. This is the prerogative of public security enforcement, andtransposing that on to the students amounts to shunning their responsibility.

A restriction is reasonable when the concern either arises as a direct result of the students’ actions, or substantially solves a particular problem. In this case, neither applies, especially the latter, since the dangers spoken about exist irrespective of the time of the day. A student, in the absence of above, must be necessarily secured absolute autonomy to lead his or her life as he/she wishes, and that expectation is normal, and in fact, necessary. Or else, we may have to submit to countless restrictions in the vague defence of security. If other universities have resorted to this, that is highly unfortunate for them. As a premier and reputed institution that sets the standards for other universities in the same stream, we should consciously stray away from such unmerited comparisons. In any case, simply because another University followed a model of curfew for their own reasons, does not imply that we should too. Numerous reputed Indian universities do not rely on curfews, for that matter.

The process of obtaining consent from several authorities is unviable: Since a student will inevitably require to remain outside campus beyond 9pm, requiring several layers of procedure such as obtaining the approval of the Warden, the Registrar and the parents, would not only be unduly cumbersome, but unnecessary and unviable as a process, especially since it requires the presence and active involvement of the Registrar and the warden, who may be expectedly pre-occupied. Parents will need to be harassed for every little movement that they normally and reasonably expect their ward to make, especially as an adult. Additionally, in cases of short notice, passing through this wall of procedure will be impossible. Such paternalism is undue, and will only dilute the authority of such a rule. The existing alternative of maintaining a sincere register is easily more workable, and if duly maintained, will achieve the exact same level of monitoring that is required for our safety.

The threat of suspension is extreme and disproportionate: The decision to punish our violations, including the suspension from hostels, suspension from classes and dismissal from the University for Repeat Offences, not only create a huge and avoidable apprehension among parents who reside in various parts of the country far away from Bangalore, but is antithetical to the exact objective this entire move ostensibly seeks to achieve. For many students, they simply cannot afford to arrange for an alternative should such a serious punishment play out in real. For the rest, it is strikingly disproportional to any person to simply remove a student from the hostel for merely returning late to campus. This, indirectly, amounts to coercing parents to worry about consequences they ought to have no reason to worry about, and is unfair to students.

This proposal will push students to endanger themselves: While the security concerns are already beyond the control or influence of the students, this move will only further endanger students who will now choose to live outside their hostels to avoid such restrictions on their autonomy. When the institution is in fact expected to strive to protect their students’ safety and necessities, it is only naïve for the University to push them farther away from the safeguards that the University promises. If the existing measures have failed, it is not despite the measures alone, but also because the existing measures can be enforced more strictly.

This proposal runs contrary to the underlying rationale behind the existing rule: When Prof. Mitra took over from Prof. Menon as the Vice-Chancellor of our University, the curfew was set at 1:30 AM (for men) and 11:30 PM (for women). Around 1998-’99, it was then made 12:30 AM for both men and women students. Though there have been discussions in 2002 and 2007 to impose more stringent restrictions, they never crystallized. Indeed, this was at a time, unlike now, when Nagarabhavi was significantly less active. Prof. Mitra’s far-sighted rationale was that it was not the business of the institution to regulate the movement of adults. 
We further state that the questions of protection of students’ security and the enforcement of discipline on campus need not be conflated, and should not be treated alike.In fact, we strongly discourage irresponsible behavior by our fellow students, and will support the enforcement of disciplinary rules within the University. However, internal disciplinary issues have absolutely no co-relation or connection to the larger concerns of security outside campus. To put it in perspective, issues of students indulging in smoking or drinking on campus are not to be treated on the same footing as the prevention of say, sexual assault.Under no circumstances must the safety of any member of the student community be compromised. Such a compromise is exactly the result thatthe 9 p.m. curfew would inevitably lead to.
With respect to the manner in which the decision to impose the curfew was taken
In addition to the curfew itself, the student body takes serious objection to the manner in which this decision was made. 
	There was no consultation whatsoever with the student body or the wardens prior to the decision. After the meeting subsequent to the Executive Council meeting on 11.11.2012,we were led to believe that no decision regarding enforcement of a curfew would be taken without consulting the student body. 
	NLSIU has traditionally entrusted the student body with the task of enforcing discipline through student committees (SDGM for the men’s hostels and DISCO for the women’s) under the watchful eyes of the wardens. 
	Indeed, even the faculty meeting conducted in the week prior to the Executive Council meeting yielded no decision, let alone a consensus on the issue of the imposing a curfew as an effective means of tackling safety issues. As the pillars of this institution, we submit that their opinion on the matter should have been taken into consideration.
	Moreover, it is the students who live on campus, who are best acquainted with the ground realities of living in an area like Nagarbhavi. The students are also the ones who are most intimately affected by this decision. 

Further, no parents meeting was called, despite repeated references to their presumed consent in the matter. However, the language and suddenness of the notification indicates that this was the first time it had been raised before most, if not all parents. Even if a few parents expressed apprehensions about the security in and around campus, it is not clear on record that they suggested that a curfew to be a fit and proper solution. Only by consulting these important stakeholders can the EC take this decision.

With respect to the manner of notification of the decision to our parents
Finally, we express our grave reservations to the letter dated 13.12.2012 sent to our parents. This is for the following reasons:
The letter misrepresents facts concerning the real dangers we face in Bangalore. It speaks of “leopards” and “other life-threatening animals” in the Bangalore University campus. However, there is no proof of their continued presence in this area, nor any recorded incidents of attacks, besides merely a single alleged spotting two years ago. Such a misrepresentation detracts from the serious and real threats that exist, such as crime in the vicinity - for which the worst response would be to conveniently leave us locked out after dark. We are deeply disappointed that such a misrepresentation has been made to our parents. Additionally, such steps lead the inference that the real causes of our security concerns remain existent, and will continue to threaten us at other times. A University cannot sustain its status with such inferences made by the public.
The letter uses an unduly harsh tone, which displays little respect for the maturity and reasonableness with which we have always conducted ourselves. This is particularly so with respect to the recent incident. We have always sought peaceful solutions to our disagreements with the administration. At no point have we considered employing any means that would disrupt the normal functioning of the University, let alone cause any level of intrusion into the affairs of the administration or fellow students. In addition, the threatening nature of the letter has caused parents great anxiety without just cause. We hope such moves are avoided in the future for our collective interest.
The comparison that the letter makes to the curfew timings of other Universities is misplaced. The reasonableness of any curfew must be understood in the context of each city and the kind of activities that the University expects of its students. These have been ignored entirely. Besides the comparisons being highly selective and narrow in their scope, no explanation has been added regarding their independent reasons. What about the numerous Indian Universities of high repute that do not impose a curfew? Why can we not achieve results through means that have demonstrated results elsewhere without avoidable intrusions into the autonomy of the students?
The letter seems to abdicate the responsibility of the collegeWe can only wonder what happens in instances, such as the one that motivated the rule change, of students who are assaulted by virtue of being outside campus after curfew. The only imputation one can draw from this notification is that the college abdicates all responsibility to tackle incidents of a similar nature and in effect, squarely placing the blame on the victim for his/her predicament. 

Proposed alternatives
In light of the above, we propose the following alternatives:
	Permit students to enter till 12.30 a.m., subject to display of their I.D. cards after 9 p.m. to the guards/police stationed at the gate. This will ensure that unauthorized people do not walk into our campus and pose any danger.
	Restrict time of exit to 10.00p.m., as it can be reasonably expected that no student will leave for any work after this time. Exceptional cases can be subject to subsequent explanation.

In sum, our primary concern remains the safety of ourselves and our fellow students, and we believe that a workable solution can be reached without unnecessary compromises to our normal functioning, or unreasonable expectations from the administration. To this end, we urge you to address us at an open meeting, apprehend our concerns and respond after taking them into consideration. 
Thank you.
Yours sincerely,
Members of the Student Bar Association


